A Full House and Half Moon co-production

BIG RED BATH
For ages 2-5

RESCHEDULED TO 2021
A quirky, vibrant and humorous adaptation of Julia Jarman and
Adrian Reynolds’ popular children’s picture book
Rubba-Dubba-Giggle, Rubba-Dubba-Laugh, there’s magic to be found in the Big Red Bath.
It’s the end of a busy day and it is almost time for bed, and Ben and Bella are in the bath. Splish!
Splosh! Splash! Bubbles burst and bubbles rise and a frothy feast of animals jump right in to
join in the fun. Come with us on a bubbly, barmy bath time adventure around the world and
home again celebrating all things bath time.

Adapted from Julia Jarman and Adrian Reynolds’ popular children’s picture book, this quirky,
vibrant and humorous tale for 2-5 year olds features music by Evergreen, an alternative indieelectro-pop trio who bring a blend of folk melodies, electro beats and vocal harmonies.
Big Red Bath is an exciting collaboration between Full House Theatre and Half Moon, that returns following hugely successful tours in 2013-2015, including a sell-out run at the Edinburgh
Festival. This uplifting and playful production blends music, song and humorous character
based performances in a unique take on this well-loved book.
#BigRedBath @FullHouseTheaCo @halfmoontheatre

Performance Length
Performances last 40 minutes (no interval)

required to operate lighting allowing communication
between them and our Stage Manager. We tour with a
Stage Manager.
Additional Information

Parking: For a sprinter size van.
Where possible the writer of the original book from which this 
Facilities: Dressing rooms for two female / one male
play is adapted, Julia Jarman, will be present at all
performer.
performances to sign books and chat informally with audiences. We Provide
Please enquire to book this in.

Dedicated support from the marketing/PR and technical
team at Half Moon.
Images

Up to 500 A5 colour flyers and 15 A3 colour posters. (NB:
There are a range of photos for this production available to
overprinting will be at an additional cost, please
view at the link below:
enquire).
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/3vqzxxrq9ewhy13/

Images, production photos and other digital assets for
AAAYG8OujgISKYiqacr_j9Dha?dl=0
venue or broader publicity usage.

A trailer for the production can be downloaded here:
http://vimeo.com/77391864
Reviews
“A quality show for this age group, excellent.”
Salisbury Playhouse, 2014

“A very well conceived show with high production values.”

Prices
1 or 2 shows per day.

Less than 70 miles from Bedford
£800 + VAT

The Stables, Wavendon, 2014

All other locations
£950 + VAT

“The young audience were rapt from the moment the show
started. A fun, energetic and delightful production.”

Please enquire for prices for multiple days.

***** Broadway Baby, 2014

**** Three Weeks, 2014

Note for venues at very long distances from London, an
additional supplement of £100 per day may apply. Note
venues that require a get-in the day before may be subject
to a fee supplement. Please enquire.

Touring Details : Available for touring from 24th October –
28th November, 2021 (possible additional dates from 17 Oct).
Note this is rescheduling of the tour May/June 2020, initially
priority booking will be given to those previously scheduled.

Please note that these fees are subject to a small additional
supplement if your venue makes a compulsory contra to us
for your costs at the contracting stage (e.g. credit card/box
office; get-in/out; marketing/brochure contributions).

“Every detail is perfect: this is a lovely introduction to the
theatre.”

Technical Requirements for Venues

Get-in: 3 hours minimum before half with prerig completed prior to get in.

Get-out: 1 hour

Venue Configuration: End on. Performing area minimum
6.5m meters (wide) by 5.5m (depth) with 3.5m (height),
although the piece is adaptable for an open studio
format where the audience sit on cushions or equivalent
on the flat floor (this reduces capacity due to sightlines)

Setting: Black box theatre presentation. No wing space
required.

Lighting: A lighting plan will be supplied. We will require
the use of the venues Lighting Desk.

Sound: We tour a Mac with QLAB but will need to plug
this into the venues P.A. system.

Technical staff: 1 technician to assist with get-in,
focusing and the get out. If Lighting and Sound cannot
be operated together then the venue technician will be

Creative Learning Opportunities
The company are able to offer a range of bespoke creative

learning activities for schools, nursery and family groups on
request to complement the performance at additional costs.
Please enquire for prices.

For more details on this, please contact:
Chris Elwell on 020 7709 8902 / chris@halfmoon.org.uk
Sam Luffman on 020 7709 8901 / sam@halfmoon.org.uk

Half Moon presents

PAPER AEROPLANE
A Lots of Odds Theatre production for ages 3-7

NEW

Lift-off on a journey full of music, physicality and zooming paper
aeroplanes
Take flight with two new friends as they soar through clouds, fly over distant seas and
circle faraway lands. They touch down in mysterious new places and discover oceans to
swim in, rocks to clamber over and bridges to cross. But where will they fly to next?
Lift-off on a journey full of music, physicality and zooming paper aeroplanes, where
sometimes the skies are not as clear as we first think.

Developed with children who have shared their experiences of losing loved ones, Paper
Aeroplane sensitively explores loss and bereavement, the challenges we face when trying
to move on, and how we can help one another along the way.
Paper Aeroplane is Lots of Odds’ brand new show for children, following the highly popular
The Goose Who Flew.
#PaperAeroplane @halfmoontheatre

Performance Length
Performance last 45 mins (no interval)



Images
There are a range of photos for this production available to
view at the link belowhttps://www.dropbox.com/sh/8yaariaitz0o4bz/
AADYxFWSTIelC9UiPON2tJgua?dl=0



A trailer for the production is available to download or
embed at the following linkhttps://vimeo.com/halfmoontheatre/paperaeroplane






The sound is operated by the performer using our
own sound system, but we do require a 13A power
supply/socket in the performance space.
A member of staff is needed to host and help with the
set-up.
Ideally the performance space needs to be minimum
4m (width) by 3.6m (depth) by 2.4m (height).
We need 60 minutes for set-up, 30 minutes to clear
and a lockable room to act as a dressing room.
Parking for one small van: 3.86m length, 1.86m width
and 1.72 height.

We Provide
An interview with the Director Amber-Rose May, can also be 
Dedicated support from the marketing/PR and
downloaded from the Dropbox link above.
technical team at Half Moon.

Up to 500 A5 colour flyers and 15 A3 colour posters.
(NB: overprinting will be at an additional cost, please
Reviews and Audience Feedback
enquire).
“The performance handles grief and loss in childhood in a

Images and production photos for use within venue
thoughtful way that somehow manages to be playful.”
brochures or broader usage including digital.
Tower Hamlets Mum
“A warm and tender show.”
Audience member
Reviews for previous shows by Lots of Odds presented by
Half Moon
“Every child loved it and were completely enchanted by it.
They were just buzzing after and couldn’t wait to make
their own puppets. What a stimulus it was.”
Early Years Teacher about The Goose Who Flew
“Very good. Very emotional. Thank you.”
Young audience member about The Goose Who Flew
Touring Details
Available on an ongoing basis until 31 August 2021
Technical Requirements (Venues)

Get-in: 90 minutes before half.

Get-out: 30 minutes.

Venue configuration: Front-on.

Pre-rig: Required. There are a small number of
specials in addition to three shuttered wash states
delineating a performance space of 5m [minimum 4m]
(width) by 4m [minimum 3.6m] (depth) by 3m
(height). Black-out required.

Sound: We supply a laptop with QLAB and sound
card. We require 2 xlrs’ into venues P.A. 2 front s
peakers.

Technical staff : 1 technician to operate 17 lighting (5
states) and 17 sound cues.

Lockable dressing room.

Parking for one small van: 3.86m length, 1.86m width
and 1.72 height.
Technical Requirements (libraries and non-theatre venues
including festivals/rural spaces/community spaces):

This show can be run without lighting. We do not
require a blackout.

Prices for up to 2 shows a day:
London
£670 + VAT (£580 + VAT for each additional day)
All other regions
£800 + VAT (£680 + VAT for each additional day).
For weekday gigs or if organising a regional block, reduced
rates may apply, please enquire.
Please note that these fees are subject to a small additional
supplement if your venue makes a compulsory contra to us
for your costs at the contracting stage (e.g. credit card/box
office; get-in/out; marketing/brochure contributions).
Note for venues at very long distances from London, an
additional supplement of £100 per day may apply. Please
enquire.
Creative Learning Activities/Workshops:
The company are able to offer a range of bespoke creative
learning activities for schools and family groups on request
to complement the performance at additional costs. Please
enquire for prices.

For more details on this, please contact:
Chris Elwell on 020 7709 8902 / chris@halfmoon.org.uk
Sam Luffman on 020 7709 8901 / sam@halfmoon.org.uk

Half Moon presents

THE HOUSE THAT JACKSON BUILT
a Justin Coe production for ages 4-10

NEW

A new show celebrating family, recycling and the power of
imagination
Jackson's dad is building a new house out of weird and whacky bits and bobs that people
have thrown away. The last few years have been hard for young Jackson, living without his
mum. Now his dad wants to make a new start, but Jackson isn't ready to move on. Not
until he blows the dust off mum's favourite old book and conjures up the Story Fairy. But
can stories really help Jackson believe in himself and be happy in a new home?
Celebrating books and the joy of reading, The House That Jackson Built features a larger
than life pop-up book and thrilling adventures, including a giant who cannot say “fee-fi-fofum”, an elephant professor and the Wordy Wordy Birdie. This magical spoken word
theatre show delights in family, recycling and the power of imagination.
The House That Jackson Built is Justin Coe's brand new spoken word show for children,
following the highly popular Young Herbert’s Horrors and Big Wow, Small Wonder.
#HouseJacksonBuilt @halfmoontheatre

Performance Length
Performance last 50 mins (no interval)

We Provide

Dedicated support from the marketing/PR and
technical team at Half Moon.
Images

Up to 500 A5 colour flyers and 15 A3 colour posters.
There is a range of production images available for this show
(NB: overprinting will be at an additional cost ,
at the link below:
please enquire).

Images and production photos for use within venue
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/55q3t9qfhlph75c/
brochures or broader usage including digital.
AADFlepgVWvqE3EhIKCJv0Bsa?dl=0
Prices for 1 or 2 shows per day
An interview with the Justin Coe can also be downloaded
from the Dropbox link above.
London or less than 70 miles from Southend-on-Sea:
£580 + VAT (add £450 + VAT for each additional days)
Reviews for previous shows by Justin Coe presented by Half
Moon
All other locations:
"A one-man show packed with poetry, jokes and a real
£695 + VAT (add £590 + VAT for each additional days)
feast for the imagination - we had a great family outing
courtesy of Herbert!"
Note for venues at very long distances from the South East
Kidadl about Young Herbert’s Horrors
of England, an additional supplement of £100 per day may
apply. Please enquire.
“Poetry, storytelling, and sheer charm emanating from the
personal magic of Justin himself.”
Please note that these fees are subject to an additional
Brighton Festival Fringe about Big Wow, Small Wonder
supplement if your venue makes a compulsory contra to us
for your costs at the contracting stage (e.g. credit card/box
"Justin’s performance was slick and professional, magical
office; get-in/out; marketing/brochure contributions).
and inspirational. Poetry has never been more popular!"
Southend Libraries about Big Wow, Small Wonder
Creative Learning Activities/Workshops
Justin has over 20 years of experience of working as a
Touring Details
creative professional in schools, venues and community
Available on an ongoing basis until 31 August 2021.
settings. He can provide a range of bespoke creative learning
and enrichment activities on request to complement the
Technical Requirements (Venues)
performance at an additional cost. Please enquire for

Get-in: max 90 mins hour before half
availability and prices.

Get-out: 30 minutes

Venue configuration: front on; flat stage performance
space with a minimum playing area of 3.5m (width) by
3.5m (depth) by 2.5m (height) with black out.

Pre-rig/Lighting: pre-rig is required of 4 lighting states
and 7 cues. A full LX plot and cue sheet will be
supplied. A very simplified lighting plot is available for
venues with limited equipment.

Sound: Operated from the stage by the performer
using a “Go Button” on an IPod. We will require a
3.5mm jack into the venues P.A.
Technical Requirements (festivals, libraries and community/rural touring spaces):

This show can be run without lighting. We do not
require a blackout.

The sound is operated by the performer using our
own sound system (we use a “Go Button” on an IPod,
connected to our own speaker), but we do require a
13A power supply/socket in the performance space.

A member of staff is needed to host and help with the
set-up.

Ideally the performance space needs to be minimum
3.5m (width) by 3m (depth) by 2.4m (height).

We need 60 minutes for set-up, 20 minutes to clear
and a lockable room to act as a dressing room.

For more details on this, please contact:
Chris Elwell on 020 7709 8902 / chris@halfmoon.org.uk
Sam Luffman on 020 7709 8901 / sam@halfmoon.org.uk

Little Seeds Music, Half Moon & The Story Museum Oxford present

ROLLING DOWN THE ROAD
by David Gibb for ages 3-11

ON-GOING

A magical musical bus ride for children and families!
All aboard! Family singer songwriter David Gibb is proud to be the driver of the world's
first bus to be powered by song. However, his passengers’ choice of music can
sometimes be a little unusual. From talking sunflowers to digging for buried treasure,
David needs your help to find the perfect song for each of his passengers and get his
magical, musical bus rolling down the road! Grab your ticket, take a seat and get ready
for a musical bus ride to remember!
David’s song writing draws from a wide range of musical influences, deftly blending folk,
jazz, reggae and rock and roll, always with an emphasis on quality and musicianship
reminiscent of the classics. Guaranteed to have both parents and children singing along,
this is a show that the whole family can enjoy together.
#RollingDownTheRoad @HalfMoonTheatre @davidgibb @thestorymuseum

Performance Length
Performances last 50 minutes (no interval). After the
performance, audiences are invited to meet the cast.



Images
There are a range of photos for this production available to
view at the link below:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/qro1pmpc380npbr/
AACrqUbxQI90VEC5sQ9B4k09a?dl=0




Reviews for Rolling Down The Road
"A great introduction to musical instruments and live music
for young audiences"
The Family Stage
Touring Details
Available on an ongoing basis until 31 August 2021.
Technical Requirements (Venues)

Get-in: 2 hours minimum before half with pre-rig of LX
and sound cable runs completed prior to get in.

Get-out: 1 hour

Venue Configuration: End on. Performing area
minimum 6.5m meters (wide) by 5.5m (depth) with 3.5m
(height)

Setting: Black box theatre presentation. No wing space
required.

Lighting: A lighting plan will be supplied. We will
require the use of the venues lighting desk. The lights
within the set are operated by a foot switch which will
stretch to the front of the stage, which will need 13A
power supply/sockets in the performance space.

Sound: Full stage plan for sound setup will be provided.
In summary: for solo version (2 x vocal mics on boom
stands, floor mic for electric guitar cab, 4 DI boxes, 3.5mm stereo iPad output, 3 x power points); for duo
version (2 x vocal mics on boom stands, 1 x instrument
mic on boom stand, floor mic for electric guitar cab,
x 6 DI boxes, 3.5mm stereo iPad output, 3 x power
points); for trio version (2 x vocal mics on boom stands,
1 x instrument mic on boom stand, floor mic for electric
guitar cab, x 8 DI boxes,3.5mm stereo iPad output, 3 x
power points). In all cases, onstage foldback is useful. In
some circumstances the company are able to provide
aspects of the sound requirements including mic stands,
mics and DI boxes if necessary. This would need to be
agreed to at the point of booking, prior contract phase.

Technical staff: 1 competent technician with
experience of live sound mixing, to assist with get-in,
focusing, sound and LX operation and the get out.

Parking: For a large estate car.

Facilities: 1 dressing room for up to 3 performers.





A member of staff is needed to host and help with the
set-up.
Ideally the performance space needs to be minimum 3m
(width) by 3m (depth) by 2.2m (height).
We need 60 minutes for set-up, 30 minutes to clear.
A lockable room to act as a dressing room for up
to 3 performers.
Parking for a large estate car.

We Provide

Dedicated support from the marketing/PR and
technical team at Half Moon.

Up to 500 A5 colour flyers and 15 A3 colour posters.
(NB: overprinting will be at an additional cost
please enquire).

Images and production photos for use within venue
brochures or broader usage including digital.
Prices for 1 or 2 shows per day
Less than 100 miles from Banbury:
Solo musician - £680 + VAT
Duo of musicians - £900 + VAT
Trio of musicians - £1200 + VAT
All other locations:
Solo musician - £770 + VAT
Duo of musicians - £1100 + VAT
Trio of musicians - £1310 + VAT
For performances of more than one day, a 10% reduction
applies to the fee for the 2nd day and subsequent days.
Please note that these fees are subject to a small additional
supplement if your venue makes a compulsory contra to us for
your costs at the contracting stage (e.g. credit card/box office;
get-in/out; marketing/brochure contributions).
Note for venues at very long distances from Oxford, an
additional supplement of £100 per day may apply. Please
enquire.
Creative Learning Activities/Workshops
The company are able to offer a range of bespoke creative
learning activities for schools and family groups on request to
complement the performance at additional costs. Our ‘off the
shelf’ workshop for this tour is:
Work with professional songwriter and performer David Gibb
and write a brand new song, exploring lyrics, melody, rhythm
and more. At the end of the session, perform the song and wow
your family and friends with your amazing new song writing
skills! Duration 45 mins, ages 6+. Children must be
accompanied by an adult. Please enquire for prices.

Technical Requirements (Libraries and Non-Theatre Venues
For bespoke activity, prices depend on length of sessions and
Including Festivals/Rural Spaces/Community Spaces)
when they are scheduled in relation to the performances.

This show can be run without lighting. We do not
require a blackout.

The sound is operated by the performer using our own
sound system, but we do require at least two 13A power
supply/sockets in the performance space.
For more details on this, please contact:

There is lighting within the set operated by a foot switch
Chris Elwell on 020 7709 8902 / chris@halfmoon.org.uk
which will stretch to the front of the stage.
Sam Luffman on 020 7709 8901 / sam@halfmoon.org.uk

Half Moon presents

GLISTEN
a Daniel Naddafy production
for 0 - 18 months

CHRISTMAS PERIODS ONLY
A gentle, sparkling and immersive multi-sensory experience
Come in, relax, find a space and settle.
Slowly, a shimmering surface emerges.
What does it look like?
How does it move?
Listen, what can you hear?
Welcome to a world of shiny things.
Welcome to Glisten!
Glisten is an interactive performance for babies aged 0-18 months and their grown-ups. The
audience are taken on a sparkling and shimmering immersive journey exploring the world of
reflective materials, wrapped up in an ambient soundscape of evocative yet laid-back music.
Watch as the empty space of the theatre fills with colour, sounds and surprises, creating a
sensory landscape ready to explore after the performance is over.
The perfect alternative family Christmas experience, Glisten is performed to a small audience
creating an intimate and welcoming theatrical experience, beautifully co-created by
theatre-maker Daniel Naddafy and visual artist Phoebe Stubbs.
This is a special version of the play that toured nationally in 2019 for the festive season.
#GlistenOnTour @GlistenTheatre @HalfMoonTheatre

Performance Length and Audience Restrictions
Performances last 20 minutes (no interval), followed by an
interactive free-play session where the babies can explore the tactile world of Glisten.



Due to the intimate nature of the production, it is designed for
audiences of up to 40 (children and adults).
Images
There are a range of photos for this production and the postperformance stay and play session available to view at the following:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/y5gzq1lj9jeeyhy/
AACIXaAC4kEu7q6iUBPtrWBsa?dl=0
A trailer is available for the production to download or embed at
the following link: https://vimeo.com/halfmoontheatre/
glistentrailer



An interview with Daniel Naddafy and a press release for Glisten,
can also be downloaded from the Dropbox link above.

Reviews and Audience Feedback
“Every glimmer and glint of light is transfixing... Though the immersive environment changes over time, Naddafy’s
performance remains entrancing.”
Children’s Theatre Reviews
“A beautiful, sensory first theatrical experience for
babies. The actor builds a mesmerising connection with
each child at just the right pace. A delight to watch.”
Katy Snelling, Head of Programming,
Nuffield Southampton Theatres




(venue to supply). If the performance space has fixed
seating, please block these off. This is a limited capacity
piece of 40.
Lighting: A small, simple pre-rig of three lanterns is required
(PAR64 CP62 downlight and two zoom profiles cross-lights
all with no colour). We tour four lighting stands with either
two/three LED PAR64. These are positioned back from the
centre of each side of the frame. If the floor space is small,
then the stands will be positioned at each corner of the
marquee frame. Each stand will require a 13A supply
please. We tour an ETC nomad so require a DMX
connection to house dimmers to control any houselights
and the 3 overhead units. The control position will be near
to the performing space and confirmed upon arrival. A 13A
supply will be required at this point. As we use wireless
DMX there will be no DMX cables to the stands only the
venues 13Amp supplies.
Sound: We are touring a laptop with QLAB. We will
require a stereo mini-jack input in to P.A. preferably with a
D.I. box. The sound should emanate from the performance
area.
Staffing: There is one performer who will operate lighting
and sound, but we do require 1 in-house technician to
assist with get-in, focus, plot and the get-out.
Lockable dressing room.
Parking and get in access for small estate car.

Technical Requirements (festivals, non-traditional spaces)
Please enquire.

We Provide

Dedicated support from the marketing/PR and technical
team at Half Moon.
“A great sensory experience for adults and babies. Carla loved it

Print – amounts agreed at point of booking. We provide A5
and was fascinated by the lights and colours.”
colour flyers and A3 posters. (NB: overprinting will be at an
Audience member, Off Beat Festival, Oxford
additional cost).
“Terrific watching small faces involved in sound, colour, light and 
Images and production photos for use within venue
texture – we were enthralled from start to finish.”
brochures or broader usage including digital.
Audience member
Prices for up to 3 shows a day:
Touring Details
Available for block bookings only for December 2020-January 2021 Please enquire.
festive period only – please enquire
Please note that any fees are subject to a small additional
supplement if your venue makes a compulsory contra to us for
Technical Requirements (Venues)
your costs at the contracting stage (e.g. credit card/box office;

Get-in: 75 minutes before half with pre-rig completed.
get-in/out; marketing/brochure contributions).

Get-out: 45 minutes after audience have cleared.


Venue configuration: The piece works best in an open
studio format with a flat floor. A full black out is required.
The set consists of a marquee frame which is 4 meters wide
by 3 meters deep. This sits on a minimum performing area
of 5m (width) by 4m (depth) by 3m (height). This footprint
includes room for the audience to sit. They are seated in a
traverse format with the first row on cushions (toured) and
a second row made up from either benches or chairs

Creative Learning Activities/Workshops:
The company are able to offer a range of bespoke creative learning
activities for groups on request to complement the performance at
additional costs. Please enquire for prices.
For more details on this, please contact:
Chris Elwell on 020 7709 8902 / chris@halfmoon.org.uk
Sam Luffman on 020 7709 8901 / sam@halfmoon.org.uk

Half Moon Presents
Half Moon is the UK’s leading small-scale young people’s venue and touring company. Half Moon
Presents is the producing arm of Half Moon, supporting the promotion and development of
theatre for young audiences for national and international touring. Our wide-ranging programme
reaches 50,000 people annually and engages those who feel excluded from arts activity. In
2018/19, we toured 14 productions to 137 venues, festivals, libraries and community spaces. Our
portfolio covers work for audiences, aged 0-19, from a range of artists and companies drawn
from the genres of theatre, spoken word, dance and new writing, reflecting the UK’s
contemporary and diverse communities.
For more details about the portfolio featured in this brochure or if you want a discussion about
being part of this programme, please contact:
Chris Elwell on 020 7709 8902 / chris@halfmoon.org.uk
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